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A crucial development foundation is ensuring the
advancement of science, innovation, technical

development, and human competencies.
 

King Salman bin Abdulaziz 
Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques.

 
 
 
 
 

We have taken up the lofty goals of the R&D and
innovation industry in order for the Kingdom to become

a global leader in innovation.
 

 His Royal Highness Prince  
Muhammad bin Salman Al Saud
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Encouraging social
innovation as one of the key

strategies for tackling serious
challenges.

Supporting Social
Initiatives and Social

Entrepreneurs

Enhancing Vision 2030's
goals for encouraging

innovation

Encouraging the three sectors
—public, private, and nonprofit

—to contribute and be
innovative in social work .

Fostering a social
innovation culture to
overcome obstacles

successfully

To highlight unique and
vivid examples that can
be imitated for efficient
use of time and energy

Award
Objectives 



Despite the crucial role that social innovation plays in meeting urgent societal needs, it has not yet found the support, focus, and
incentives necessary to further improve its experience, and give it the spotlight, vitality, and effectiveness it deserves. And we
state that among other things that should have been allocated to this subject is an "Award" or awards to appreciate such
exceptional events and activities.
By the grace of God, the first thing the "Social Innovation Forum/Sendian" thought of was launching an award in the name of
Social Innovation. Furthermore, as per our knowledge, this award is taking place for the first time in the Kingdom and the Arab
region as far as we are aware, and its an award that’s rare globally, with few exceptions in recent years. Social innovation is a
topic that requires worldwide attention.
The forum's first inaugural meeting took place in Madinah on February of this year under the patronage of His Highness the
Madinah region's governor, Faisal bin Salman, and in the presence of his deputy, Prince Saud bin Khalid, the initial iteration of
the “Award” was released, and just like any new experiment, it became clear that more time was needed for review and
development. As a result, the distinguished committee in charge of the award process worked to carefully analyze the
requirements, terms, and categories of the award. It took a long time and numerous sessions for us to arrive at the formula we
now see as "developed and fully evolved”. The administration, the specialized committee, and other committees of the Social
Innovation Forum/Sendian thanks God Almighty for leading them to this; without Him, they would not have been led. They all are
also proud that they established this initiative for the first time. Its a gift for the nation, that is driven by the revolutionary Vision
2030 which made "innovation" in general not just one of its most notable manifestations, but rather one of its most important
goals.
In the upcoming days and weeks, the prize deadline will be announced and the competition will be open to institutions, projects
and individuals. The winners will be awarded in February 2023.
On my own behalf and on behalf of my colleagues in the management of the forum, I express my sincere gratitude to our
colleagues of the award committee, Chairman and members for their tremendous efforts that they presented. The ideas found
here are from god to them. A word of truth written here for the sake of truth.

Dr. Fahad Al-Orabi Al-HarthI 
President of the Social Innovation Forum

Why is this prize given? 
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More education 
is needed.  
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WHAT IS SOCIAL INNOVATION?

Innovative new methods to profoundly
and broadly address societal needs

The importance of social
innovation

E n h a n c i n g t h e w o r k i n g
e n v i r o n m e n t . 

Community
development.

E n h a n c i n g
 m e d i c a l  c a r e . 

Development of families with lesser
incomes 

SOCIAL INNOVATION IMPACTS

Adopting social innovation involves not just doing good for
society but also for business.

Create greater value and more effectively address the demands
of the populace

Social transformation to create a more equitable and affluent society

Contribute to the improvement of social wellbeing .



In this era, not only are we going through a massive revolution in knowledge but also significant societal
transformations that are due to a number of reasons, with the Fourth Industrial Revolution being the most
significant. The Social Innovation Award is the first of its kind at the local, regional, and undoubtedly the global
stage. However, the world is unquestionably moving towards the creation of several similar awards in the near
future.
This award set in accordance to the state's directives, may God bless them, to make the best use of local resources
and to mobilize people's energies to take part in developing strategies, effective solutions, and notable projects at
all scales that help to address societal and civil challenges in a way that promotes social welfare. As a result, the
focus of this prize is on innovative and significant creative projects that solve significant societal and humanitarian
problems. It is comprehensive and incorporates self-reliance, survival, and growth into its methods.
This award is intended to recognize innovative projects that address critical societal and human needs in an
innovative and impactful way, and it carries within its methodology the genes for persistence, growth, and
independence in building and development. As a result, it accomplishes a number of objectives; the most
significant of which are: raising public awareness of the culture of social innovation and its applications;
development of this culture; inspiring sectors and individuals to adopt the principles and standards of social
innovation through the application of the criteria adopted in the award; creating a platform for the exchange of best
practices and innovative initiatives; facilitating the exchange of experiences and field experiences; and honoring
individuals who have made significant contributions to their fields.
The prize targets social projects that demonstrate innovation in a range of sectors, including humanitarian,
religious, national, health, social, environmental, and industrial. It adopts and supports concepts and actions that
meet the needs of people and groups and are distinguished by their innovation, originality, depth of impact, reach,
sustainability, and governance.
I pray to God Almighty to bless everyone's time and effort put forth in order to better their community and all of
humanity.

The Chairman of the Prize Committee's speech

Prof. Abdullah Aljughaiman
Chairman of the Prize Committee
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Dr.Ziyad Aldrees
Former Ambassador of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to

UNESCO

M. Abdullah Alrakhis

M.Sami AlHassin
 Secretary General of the

Award Founding partner of
the Nawa Social Investment

Fund

Ms. Fatima Al-Sharif 

The Social Innovation
Forum's chief assistant

Names are arranged alphabetically

Award Committee Members

Prof. Abdullah Aljughaiman Dr. Hamid Al Shayji
 

 Vice Chairman of the Board
of Directors of the
Association "Wai"

Dr. Khaled AlAwwad 
 Member of the Shura

Council and the Ministry of
Education's Undersecretary

Head of the National
Development Program

Chairman of the Prize
Committee Professor of Gifted

Education, King Faisal
University Member of the

Shura Council 
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AIMING FOR A SOCIETY THAT FULFILLS ITS NEEDS 
AND BENEFITS HUMANITY

SendianSocial Innovation Award

The first award in this category to
be given in the Kingdom and the
Arab world

FIRST DISCOVER
 Social Innovators People and businesses to offer

creative solutions. INSPIRES

to incorporate social innovation
into society's culture and
supports it. 

IT AIMS GATHER
 Together pioneers of social
innovation and supporting
businesses
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Boost
 consumer
 perception

 of brand 
value

SOCIAL INNOVATION IS A CORPORATE STRATEGY GOAL.

Development of business and
expansion in new markets

Engage
 with talent and
innovators by

attracting  them.

Enhancing
 its status and

 impact on society.
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INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES THAT SUPPORT SOCIAL INNOVATION

POZEN
AWARD 

Organization:Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT).

Objective: To engage adolescents in
finding answers to issues in their
communities

HIVOS 
INTERNATIONAL 

AWARD

Organization:HIVOS International

Objective: To leverage 
social innovation to
 get beyond challenges

Organization:Ashoka Organization

Objective: To encourage 
social entrepreneurship.

ASHOKA 
 CONTEST

European Social
Innovation

Competition
IMPACTION 

CONTEST

Organization:Organization: European
Union The goal is to encourage creative
thinking.

Organization:IMPACTION.

Objective:  to make social entrepreneurs'
visions a reality.
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Initiative / Program /
Project

I n s t i t u t i o n s 

Prize 

Nominees 

Prize

 Fields

Health field

Environmental
field

Field of public
services

The field of developing low
income families

Humanitarian 
field

Education Field
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The idea's ingenuity and originality

Maturity, governance, and sustainability of
institutions.

Diffusion and inclusion.

Social and economic impact

Award Criteria

* From these general standards, sub-standards and specific performance
indicators are derived.



Social Innovation Forum
An Initiatives of Asbar Center

Send an1
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Announcing the prize via a media campaign in print,
radio , and visual media as well as social networks .

THE AWARD STAGES

Opening the nomination and prize nomination
processes to submissions. 

Deciding which initiatives satisfy the necessary standards
and criteria, they are accepted to undergo the evaluation.

Announcing the winners.

Honoring and presenting awards (Annual Ceremony of the
Social Innovation Forum)
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PREVIOUS VERSION 

The initial screening
committee paid
attention to the

contestants' initiatives
and projects.

The top three winners were
chosen by the final

evaluation committee
following the screening

process. 

PRIZE WINNERS 

During the opening ceremony of the Social Innovation 
Forum, which was sponsored by His Royal Highness/Prince Faisal bin Salman
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Governor of the Medina province, the three winners of the
award were presented with their trophies by the assessment committee.

AWARD SPONSORS

More than 200
competitors applied for
the prize from various

regions in the Kingdom
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RECYCLING

THE WINNERS

INITIATIVE NAME 

VISIT THE AWARD'S OFFICIAL WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE
 ABOUT THE WINNERS' INITIATIVES.
HTTPS://WWW.SENDIANAWARD.ORG/WINNERS

A facility that recycles leftover food into better organic
fertilizer, reducing waste and protecting the environment.

COMMUNICATION

An initiative that helps people with impairments communicate more effectively with
others by developing and distributing high-quality software and assistance systems.

SPEAK ARABIC

A social movement aimed at promoting Arabic identity
and language in daily life.

https://www.sendianaward.org/winners
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INDUSTRIAL

INITIATIVE NAME 

HONOREES

A non-profit organization that focuses on issues related to the industrial and economic sectors and
puts forward initiatives and creative logistical, industrial, and organizational concepts to aid
exporters and industrialists.

CHECK  BAG 
Production of a variety of fashionable and well  -liked goods that "must be" appropriate for   a
contemporary, international, urban, and environmentally conscious lifestyle. 

QURAN CARE CENTER
A project to gather broken or ripped Qurans, repair them, and then send them to recipients 

NOBOG
An initiative to give women the tools they need to help their kids' minds grow. Develop the child's
mindset. provides him with regulated, distinct exercises to hone his mental abilities.

NAWRNI
A program that educates illiterate people in low-income areas in reading, 
writing, and religious beliefs 

VISIT THE AWARD'S OFFICIAL WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE
 ABOUT THE WINNERS' INITIATIVES.
HTTPS://WWW.SENDIANAWARD.ORG/WINNERS

https://www.sendianaward.org/winners
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GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES

MISK FOUNDATION
An initiative to help young people's learning and leadership
development; to improve the future of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia by
empowering Saudi youth in the fields of entrepreneurship, education,
and science and technology.

EHSAN PLATFORM
It aims to strengthen the non-profit and development sectors, foster a sense of
national identity and social responsibility among  individuals and institutions of
society, and make donation processes more dependable, transparent, and simple.

VISIT THE AWARD'S OFFICIAL WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE
 ABOUT THE WINNERS' INITIATIVES.
HTTPS://WWW.SENDIANAWARD.ORG/WINNERS

https://www.sendianaward.org/winners
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www.sendian.org
www.sendianaward.org

SIForum2

@SIForum2 

https://bit.ly/3rOhaFn 

https://bit.ly/3Hg6ILu

siforum@asbar.com 
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